a variety of languages and situations. Like any display typeface, Trajan Pro needs to be used
With Trajan Pro 3, Adobe has brought the classic Trajan letters into a new range of weights and
pointed out, the proportions of the Trajan capitals are fundamental to their nature, and are really
exists; everyone likes to have multiple widths of a good display typeface. But as Carol Twombly
course, Trajan forms, like virtually all currently available styles, have shown up in Cyrillic digital
number of Russian type designers in the mid-20th century, notably Vadim Lazurski and Solomon
Grießhammer provided technical production support for both Latin and non-Latin forms.)
consulting with experts in Greek (Gerry Leonidas) and Cyrillic (Maxim Zhukov) who have both

paint simply wore away over time. So the Renaissance artists and scholars who looked to these
Roman inscriptions, the carved channels were filled in with letters made of bronze. But in later
centuries in the future in Trajan's time).

began to affect the letters, and it was the beginning of the end for the Trajan script. When the
power these square Roman capitals could almost be called the corporate typeface of Rome.

Origins & nature of the Trajan letters

The Trajan typeface was wildly successful. Trajan is seen frequently in advertising and in book
publishing. Trajan's structural clarity, its clear and straightforward lines, were ideal for
signifying excellence and weight. Trajan supplied a visual panache to the late 19th and early 20th
century Chicago School of Design, an association that was created as a reaction to the overcrowded
and maximum effect. Yet the chiseled lines are not simple.

The Origin of the Serif

In the early days of human history, and particularly in the history of Roman art, material and
technological limitations dictated the form that lettering assumed. The visual logic of the
natural motion of ending a brushstroke. Certainly there were other forms of serifs and
kinds of letters, but in the process of cutting and forming the letters, the end of the brushstroke was
adapted to fit together and harmonize with each other. As the historian of letters Nicolete Gray
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